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The brief

• To enable grades 4 – 6 students 
to use the language of learning 
and teaching (English) 
expressively and to make 
original meaning in it

• To improve linguistic skills 
(spelling and syntax)

• To improve reading 
comprehension

• Reference: Olshansky, B. 2008. 
The power of pictures: creating 
pathways to literacy through 
art. San Francisco. Jossey-
Bass. 

• www.picturingwriting.org



Recursive Nature of Writing

• Writing is a complex, recursive process (Emig 

1971 in Samway 2006 p.6)

• Composing does not occur in a 

straightforward, linear fashion… It can be 

thought of as a kind of “retrospective 

restructuring…the reaching back and sensing 

forward have a clarifying effect.”(Perl, 1979b in 

Samway, 2006 p.6)

• Writing is a complex, cognitive function. It is 

also a social act. (Samway, 2006 p. 7)



Drawing, writing and thinking

“…researchers found that 

young children often did 

not know what they would 

write about, but in the 

process of writing, their 

thinking was stimulated 

and their stories 

emerged”.

(Graves and Giacobbe, 1982; 

Sowers, 1979 in Samway, 2006). 



Process

Phase 1: Pictures into 

writing

• Observation

• Picture-making

• Talking

• Gathering words

• Sentence-making



Process: thinking verbally

• The word box (slide 5)

• Sentence: “One windy spring day in the karoo 

the windmill was crying of loneliness. The sun 

was hot and the grass had a sad yellow-green 

colour excited to live again.” [Sinawe, Grade 4]

• Literary devices from visual stimulus: sensory 

imagery; personification; inference-making.



Process: gathering words



Process: thinking visually





Process: Meaning-making

Phase 2: Pictures into 

stories

• Storyboards

• Thumbnails to pages

• Generating text

• Drafts

• Book production

• Publication



The lion that lost his roar: draft 1



What’s going on in the drafts?

• How would you respond to the first draft?

• Can we name and categorize the 

decisions and changes the author made in 

the revisions?

• If there is progression, what is the nature 

of the progression?

• If anything is lost in revision, what is the 

nature of the loss?







The lion that lost his roar: reference 

material etc.



The lion that lost his roar: final
[Sinawe, Grade 5]



The lion that lost his roar



The lion that lost his roar



The lion that lost his roar



The Alaskan Adventure
Sinawe Ngxazana, Grade 6

Orian Smith was so excited while he and his sister 
were packing their clothes and getting ready to 
go on a holiday to Alaska. Mr. and Mrs. Smith 
have decided to escape the busy city of 
Johannesburg and go to Alaska, becuase there 
was no communication between the family 
members any more. Maybe this holiday was 
going to help.

[page 1]



The Alaskan Adventure



The Alaskan Adventure

“I wanted to write an 

adventurous and 

exciting story, and 

since I enjoy doing 

research about 

foreign cities and 

countries, I based this 

book on the country 

of Alaska”.



Story Genres

2009

 Fantasy:

Anthropomorphic tales

Folktales and fables

 Cautionary tales

 Social realism

 Action (crime)

2010

 Fantasy

Anthropomorphic stories 
(animal/ human 
protagonists)

Nature – human interaction

 Social realism

Themes: 

Crime    

Escaping poverty 

Friendship

Cultural symbolism

Separation

 Memoir



Flash the racer by Justin Thompson (Grade 6 age 12)

One sunny summer’s day there was a happy family known as the Hudggens. They lived on a horse farm far in the wilderness near the wood. There 
were many horse races throughout the year and Mr. Hudggens was practicing for the next race. Mr. Hudggens had a wife and one child of nine 
years old.

While Mr. Hudggens was practicing for the race, his horse Flash kicked him in the face while jumping over the barrier. The race was close, in fact it 
was in two days. Mr. Hudggens had only a little time to recover from his wounds. 

That night, when Mr. Hudggens went to feed Flash and Thunder in the stables, he saw Flash walking on three legs. Mr. Hudggens felt Flash’s left 
front leg and it was hot. That meant that she had a fever. What a tragedy! She was the best running horse on the farm. 

The next day when Mr. Hudggens went to the stables, it was very quiet. “That’s funny”, said Mr. Hudggens in a deep voice. He went to Flash’s cage 
and she was lying down, not moving, breathing heavily. Flash could not get up from the floor. Mr. Hudggens told his wife, “Honey, Flash is sick 
and Thunder has run away. His gate was mysteriously left open.  What else could happen?” he wondered.

That night, after everything that happened, things started getting better. Mr. Goodwill, their next-door neighbour, brought Mr. Hudggens some new 
horses. Mr. Goodwill gave him a few of his best horses. Some were fast, some bred very well. “Gee, uhm, thanks, Mr. Goodwill”, said Mr. 
Hudggens.

“Well, it’s my pleasure, Sir,” said Mr. Goodwill.

“Well, could you help?”

“Dad, Dad, I heard we got more horses, said Jammy, M. Hudggens daughter, wondering about her dad talking to Mr. Goodwill.

“Dad, why are you spea…”

“Hush!” said Mr. Hudggens.

Just when they thought everything was fine again, disaster struck. 

“Hi Jokker, can I get some of your help tonight? I did as you said, gave him horses. Now set the place on fire,” said Mr. Goodwill to one of his 
workers that afternoon.

“Alright boss, I’m on my way, see you at eight.” Jokker was the guy who helped Mr. Goodwill with his evil plan. Mr. Goodwill wanted to sabotage his 
neighbour. He was jealous because Mr. Hudggens always won all he races.

“Dad, you should be more careful with Mr. Goodwill. He’s not as nice as you think he is,” said Jany [sic].

“Yes, dear, you have to be more careful with that guy. He is much too dangerous for me, you know,” said Mrs Sophia, Mr. Hudggens’ wife.

“I will be careful,” Mr. Hudggens replied. 

Fortunately, Thunder came driving back that night.

“Now we will set the place on fire, light it!” 

“What? Light what, Boss?”

“Light the match to set the place on fire,” said Mr. Goodwill. They set the stables on fire, just as they had planned.

Meanwhile, Mr. Hudggens went to feed his horses, Flash, Thunder and the other horses Mr. Goodwill had given him. 

When Mr Hudggens was halfway to the stables, he saw smoke rising and heard horses neighing. Then he knew that something was wrong. He ran 
to see what was going on. 

“Oh no! Oh no! How did the stable catch fire by itself? Well, I think I know who is behind this!” said Mr. Hudggens worriedly. Then Mr. Hudggens 
phoned the police. They caught Mr. Goodwill and Jokker red-handed.

The next day, the race was about to begin. It was ten thirty. “There are 7 jockeys, 1 winner, 1 champion,” said the man who read the names of the 
people in the race. Mr. Hudggens’ horse Flash had recovered. 

“Lightening, Maxi, Thunder, Sandy, Tracy, Flash and Mandy!”

The race was a success. Mr. Hudggens won and the family lived happily ever after. Their cunning neighbour and his helper had to spend the next 
few years in prison.

THE END.

•

•



Action (crime): Flash, the racer



Fable: The big race
[Sardonay, Age 12 Grade 6]



Habitus: globalisation: The brave lion
[Siyanda, Grade 6 age 12]





The Brave Lion by Siyanda Tezapi (12)

Dear Reader, once upon a time, before you were born, there was a young cub and his father. His name was Kampala and his 
father’s name was Nairobi. In those days, flamingos flew in the African skies that turn into colourful paints which look as if 
they were thrown from Heaven to Earth. Giraffes ate the greatest plants of Africa that grew from drops of rain.

One day, the sun was big like a ball of fire and the sky was blue like a milkshake. Kampala’s father Nairobi heard a stampede. He 
ran as fast as he could to see what was going on. He saw that his son, Kampala, was trapped! He jumped as high as he 
could!

Nairobi saved his son from the claws of death while the sun was still blazing with fire. Nairobi slipped while saving his son. 
Kampala screamed, “No!” When he saw his father climbing up, his heart was relieved. As he was about to fall, another male 
lion came to their rescue. It was Obama! He saved Nairobi and ran!

That night, the stars glittered brilliantly and the moon shone in pure, beautiful white. Kampala saw his father. He was happy and 
Nairobi too. He was safe now, hiding behind the tree, looking at Nairobi and Kampala. Do you know why? He was the 
protective spirit of Nairobi’s pride.

Early the next morning, the sun was rising in the orange sky. Nairobi and Kampala ran up and down, searching for their pride until 
they found it.

During the afternoon the pride was as normal as always. Then, one of the cubs told Nairobi, “All the animals are coming!” The
king was surprised.

All the animals gathered from big to small, waiting for the speech that they had been waiting for for six days. The king spoke and 
he said, “As I am your strongest lion, I will be your king of the jungle”.

When they heard the speech, more animals came. When Nairobi was finished, all the animals bowed and the sun was big in the 
yellow and orange sky.

The animals went back to their homes. Nairobi was staring into the dusk when he saw Obama’s face again. He was so grateful to
Obama for saving his son. He knew that Obama would always be there to help him whenever he needed him.

***



Habitus: a credit crunch: The 

shopping girl



Jessica’s bad day





Finding a Better Life



Finding a Better Life: Drafts 1 and final of 3 (handwritten).



The Lost Girl

Yolanda was tired and 

couldn’t find her way 

back home. She fell 

asleep on the grass 

under the trees. She 

slept there the whole 

night. A snake, 

wrapped around  a 

tree, watched her.

[Grade 4 age 10]



Traits of writing and assessment

Group 1

• Ideas

• Organisation

• Voice

• Word choice

• Sentence fluency

Group 2

• Conventions 

• + Presentation

Reference: Culham, R. 2003. 6+1 Traits of writing: The complete guide 
grades 3 and up. Portland, Oregan. Scholastic.



• Ideas: clear and focussed, holds attention, relevant 
anecdotes and details  

• Organisation: structure moves reader through the 
text smoothly and matches its purpose

• Voice: writer speaks directly to reader, in an individual 
way, respect for audience and writing’s purpose

• Word choice: precise, interesting, natural, powerful, 
engaging

• Sentence fluency: easy flow, rhythm, cadence, well 
constructed, varied, invites expressive oral reading 

• Conventions: correct use of spelling, punctuation, 
capitalisation, grammar, usage, paragraphing; can use 
conventions to enhance readability 

• + Presentation: helps reader to understand and 
connect with the text; pleasing to the eye



UNDERSTANDING WORKING MEMORY

Routines to support writing

• help to store knowledge in the long term memory and 
refresh ways of finding it

• help to develop automaticity in retrieving spelling, 
punctuation and patterns of sentence-making (syntax)

• practise applying the structure of new words, sentences 
and conventions of punctuation often and in various 
contexts to achieve automatic retrieval when writers 
need them

To maximise the effectiveness of practising spelling, 
punctuation and grammar, lessons ideally should be no 
more than 20 minutes, focus on one targeted concept 
and be stress-free. 



The last word…….


